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Meg Carcharodon Megalodon
From Revelations to the Mayan Calendar's 2012 prophecy, all major cultures and religions
warn of a darkness to come. . . a supernal event that will be the modern-day equivalent of
Noah's Flood. In the 13th century, Europe suffered through war, famine, and the evils of the
pogrom-acts of hatred that massacred tens of thousands of Jews. In 1346, at the height of
corruption, the Black Plague struck the Eurasian continent, wiping out half the world's
population while spawning a new legend: The Grim Reaper. In GRIM REAPER: End of Days,
international best-selling author Steve Alten takes us on a classic hero's journey of good
versus evil, transformation and redemption. Far more than it seems, the story draws frightening
parallels between the lack of morality that corrupted 13th century Europe and the greed that
has mired our own society in economic collapse, two endless wars-and a very real covert
biological program, exposed by the author, which could lead to a global pandemic and our own
prophesied self-destruction in 2012 . . . 666 years after the Black Death struck Europe!
Scar is a killing machine. Born from DNA spliced between the extinct Megalodon and modern
day Great White, he has a viciousness that transcends time. His evil is reflected in his eyes,
his savagery in his two-inch serrated teeth, his ruthlessness in his trail of death. After escaping
captivity, the killer shark travels to the island community Cross Point, where prey is in
abundance. With an insatiable appetite, heightened senses, and skin impervious to bullets,
Scar kills everything that crosses his path. His reign of terror puts him at war with the island
sheriff, Nick Piatt. With the body count rising, Nick vows to protect his island community from
the vicious threat. With the aid of a marine biologist, a rookie deputy, and a bad-tempered
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fisherman, Nick leads a crusade against Scar, as well as the ruthless scientist who created
him.
Cate Granger is following in her grandfather's footsteps to explore "Bad Waters' off Baranof
Island in the Gulf of Alaska, reputed to be the home of great sea monsters. Along with a team
of scientists and crew, her search for a primordial creature becomes an horrific success. The
great Megalodon shark follows its instincts and very quickly becomes a formidable predator.
A twelve-month excursion through nature's seasons as recounted by a lifetime naturalist In this
"personal encyclopedia of nature's seasons," lifetime naturalist Bruce Beehler reflects on his
three decades of encountering nature in Washington, D.C. The author takes the reader on a
year-long journey through the seasons as he describes the wildlife seen and special natural
places savored in his travels up and down the Potomac River and other localities in the eastern
and central United States. Some of these experiences are as familiar as observing ducks on
the National Mall in Washington, D.C., or as unexpected as collecting fifty-million-year-old
fossils on a Potomac beach. Beyond our nation's capital, Beehler describes trips to nature's
most beautiful green spaces up and down the East Coast that, he says, should be on every
nature lover's bucket list. Combining diary entries, riffs on natural subjects, field trips,
photographs, and beautiful half-tone wash drawings, this book shows how many outdoor
adventures are out there waiting in one's own backyard. The author inspires the reader to
embrace nature to achieve a more peaceful existence.
Offers an in-depth look at the sea creatures that lived many years ago based on the
archaeological discoveries of fossils in the Coastal Plain region.
SOON TO BE A HOLLYWOOD BLOCKBUSTER STARRING JASON STATHAM. On a topPage 2/15
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secret dive into the Pacific Ocean's deepest canyon, Jonas Taylor found himself face-to-face
with the largest and most ferocious predator in the history of the animal kingdom. The sole
survivor of the mission, Taylor is haunted by what he's sure he saw but still can't prove exists –
Carcharodon megalodon, the massive mother of the great white shark. Written off as a
crackpot suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder, Taylor refuses to forget the depths that
nearly cost him his life. But it takes an old friend in need to get him to return to the water, and a
hotshot female submarine pilot to dare him back into a high-tech miniature sub. Diving deeper
than he ever has before, Taylor will face terror like he's never imagined, and what he finds
could turn the tides bloody red until the end of time. MEG is about to surface. When she does,
nothing and no one is going to be safe, and Jonas must face his greatest fear once again.
Includes MEG: Origins.
It's a dark and scary world. Pans are tabid. Blood, guts, and gore are the norm. Welcome to
the horror genre. Horror classics have been scaring people for years. Nowadays, who doesn't
know about Stephen King, Anne Rice, and Dean Koontz? Profiled in a special section, the Big
Three have turned horror into best-sellers. For all the horror fans that haunt your library, this is
the must-have guide. Readers' advisors and reference librarians will appreciate the key tools
provided to expand upon this genre, including listings of top books, authors, and award
winners within eleven horror subgenres - like mummies, biomedical, monsters, and
splatterpunk. Clear descriptions of characteristics within subgenres are provided throughout.
To further help you engage new renders, expert horror mavens Spratford and Clausen draw a
savvy connection between film and horror as a potent reminder that the scariest movies have
been adapted from novels. Their classic and contemporary recommendations like Rebecca,
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The Shining, and Rosemary's Baby reinforce activities between readers' advisors and library
programming and open up the (cellar) door for further patron involvement. Readers' advisors
and referen
The most fearsome predators in history... are no longer history. The Philippine Sea Plate: The
most unexplored realm on the planet. Hidden beneath its primordial crust lies the remains of
the Panthalassa, an ocean that dates back 220 million years. Vast and isolated, the
Panthalassa is inhabited by nightmarish sea creatures long believed extinct. Tanaka Institute,
Monterey, CA: Four years have passed since Angel, the 76-foot, 100,000-pound Megalodon,
birthed a litter of pups far too numerous and aggressive to keep in one pen. Fortunately, a
Dubai royal prince who is building the largest aquarium in the world seeks to purchase two of
the 'runts' – if Jonas Taylor's twenty-one-year-old son, David, will be their handler. Jonas
reluctantly agrees, and David is off to Dubai for the summer of his life, not realizing that he is
being set up to lead an expedition that will hunt down and capture the most dangerous
creatures ever to inhabit the Earth.
The MEGHead of Zeus Ltd
All New Revised and Expanded! Includes Meg: Origins. Carcharodon Megalodon; apex
predator of all time, the most fearsome creature that ever lived a 70-foot, 60,000 pound Great
White Shark. Hundreds of 7-inch serrated teeth filled jaws that could swallow an elephant
whole. It could sense its prey miles away, inhaling its scent as it registered the beat of its
fluttering heart, and if you ever came close enough to see the monster...it was already too late.
For Navy deep-sea submersible pilot Jonas Taylor, it nearly was too late. Years ago, on a topsecret dive seven miles down into the Mariana Trench, Jonas came face to face with an
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ancient monster everyone believed extinct. Having barely escaped with his life, Jonas must
prove to the world that Meg still exists. When an opportunity to return to the trench presents
itself, he takes it, intent on returning topside with a 7-inch tooth! But man s presence in this
unexplored domain releases one of the sharks from its purgatory, and now Jonas is the only
one who can stop it.
In MEG: Generations, Steve Alten New York Times bestselling author continues his terrifying
series. MEG: GENERATIONS opens where MEG: NIGHTSTALKERS left off. The
Liopleurodon offspring has been moved to a holding tank aboard the Dubai-Land transport
ship, Tonga for its journey to the Middle East. While the Crown Prince’s investors gawk at the
creature, below deck in the tanker’s hold, another captured beast is awakened from its druginduced state and goes on a rampage. The vessel sinks, the Lio escapes
In this fifth installment of the New York Times-bestselling MEG series, Nightstalkers picks up
where MEG: Hell's Aquarium left off. Bela and Lizzy, the dominant Megalodon siblings from
Angel's brood, have escaped the Tanaka Institute to roam the Salish Sea in British Columbia.
While Jonas Taylor and his friend Mac attempt to either recapture or kill the 'sisters', Jonas's
son, David, embarks on his own adventure, motivated by revenge. Having witnessed his
girlfriend's gruesome death, David has joined a Dubai Prince's ocean expedition, tracking the
120-foot, hundred-ton Liopleurodon that escaped from the Panthalassa Sea. Haunted by night
terrors, David repeatedly risks his life to lure the Lio and other prehistoric sea creatures into the
fleet's nets, while battling his own suicidal demons.
Between two and twenty-six million years ago the state of Florida and surrounding waters went
through major changes. Florida used to be twice the size it is now and, at other times, half its
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current size.During these fluctuations land and sea animals were prevalent, living and dying.
There are fossil beads all over world, but nothing quite like Venice, Florida. All sorts of
fossilized material can be found diving off the coast, but none are more sought after than shark
teeth, especially the 'Meg' tooth. Meg is short for Carcharocles megalodon, the biggest shark
to ever roam the oceans. Extinct now, their teeth can still be found all over the world, and you
can dive for them right off the beaches of Venice, Florida, the Shark Tooth Capitol of the
World!This book is about one man's fascination as a young boy with science and Earth's
history, to eventually diving and finding his own meg teeth!
In this fifth installment of the New York Times bestselling MEG series, Nighstalkers picks up
where MEG: Hell's Aquarium left off. Bela and Lizzy, the dominant Megalodon siblings from
Angel's brood, have escaped the Tanaka Institute to roam the Salish Sea in British Columbia.
While Jonas Taylor and his friend Mac attempt to either recapture or kill the "sisters," Jonas's
son, David, embarks on his own adventure, motivated by revenge. Having witnessed his
girlfriend's gruesome death, David has joined a Dubai Prince's ocean expedition, tracking the
120-foot, hundred-ton Liopleurodon that escaped from the Panthalassa Sea. Haunted by night
terrors, David repeatedly risks his life to lure the Lio and other prehistoric sea creatures into the
fleet's nets, while battling his own suicidal demons. Steve Alten weaves these storylines
together in a page-turning thriller that culminates in a final showdown between the most
dangerous predators ever to inhabit the planet. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

MEG: The Graphic Novel A beautifully illustrated graphic novel based on New
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York Times bestselling author Steve Alten's novel and Soon to Be a Major Motion
Picture directed by Jon Turteltaub and starring Jason Statham as Jonas Taylor.
Once a Navy deep-sea submersible pilot, now a marine paleontologist, Dr. Jonas
Taylor is convinced that a remnant population of Carcharodon
Megalodon--prehistoric sharks growing up to 70 feet long, that subsisted on
whales--lurks at the bottom of the Mariana Trench. When offered the opportunity
to return to those crushing depths in search of the MEG, Taylor leaps at the
chance... but the quest for scientific knowledge (and personal vindication)
becomes a desperate fight for survival, when the most vicious predator that the
earth has ever known is freed to once-again hunt the surface. This graphic novel
is illustrated by super star artist Mike S. Miller, artist of George R.R. Martin's
Game of Thrones prequel "The Hedge Knight" graphic novel and the number 1
bestselling digital comic series, DC Comics "Inhumans."
People swimming and surfing along warm oceanfront beaches can rest easy
because the Megalodon, the gigantic cousin of the great white shark is extinct--or
is it? Follow the fossil trail as scientists are able to determine what this monstrous
shark looked like, what it ate, and even how it hunted its prey the gigantic cousin
of the great white shark from as little evidence as a single hand-sized fossil tooth.
In Megalodon: Fact or Fiction?, readers will be swept along with this investigative
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journey as cryptozoologists try to determine whether this terror of the deep still
lingers in the hidden depths of the ocean.
Marine biologist Zachary Wallace once suffered a near-drowning experience in
legendary Loch Ness, and now, long-forgotten memories of that experience have
begun haunting him. The truth surrounding these memories lies with Zachary's
estranged father, Angus Wallace, a wily Highlander on trial for murder. Together
the two plunge into a world where the legend of Loch Ness shows its true face. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Based on a major international exhibit that traveled for five years in North
America, this book depicts the fascinating world of sharks.
In response to the escalating need for up-to-date information on writers,
Contemporary Authors® New Revision Series brings researchers the most recent
data on the world's most-popular authors. These exciting and unique author
profiles are essential to your holdings because sketches are entirely revised and
up-to-date, and completely replace the original Contemporary Authors® entries.
For your convenience, a soft-cover cumulative index is sent biannually.While
Gale strives to replicate print content, some content may not be available due to
rights restrictions.Call your Sales Rep for details.
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There is no 'safe.' The small island of Newfoundland and its people are used to
the perils of the sea, and the mysteries that lie beneath its murky depths. But
even they could not have been prepared for the horrors that arose from beneath
the decks of The Swift Current one dark evening. That night, the sea birthed a
perfect predator: hundreds of years old and gargantuan in size, with hungry jaws
that have never needed to evolve, and glassy eyes that disguise a fierce
intelligence. Can Newfoundland and her people survive this horror from an age
gone by? International Best-Selling horror icon Paul Carberry takes the terror
offshore in this stunning, suspenseful new thriller!
“Certain to become a new classic of adventure beyond time . . . An unofficial
sequel to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Lost World” (Prehistoric Pulp). Fifty
years after Professor Challenger’s discovery of the Lost World, America’s last
dinosaur circus has gone bankrupt, leaving a dozen avisaurs, centrosaurs,
ankylosaurs, and one large raptor abandoned. Now a daring expedition plans to
do the impossible: return the Jurassic giants to the wild. Two filmmakers, a circus
trainer, a journalist, and a young Peter Belzoni must find a way to take the
dinosaurs across oceans, continents, rivers, jungles, up a mountain that has
been isolated for seventy thousand years . . . Then, if they make it, all they will do
is face the prehistoric wonders, dangers, and terrors of the Lost World.
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English adventurer Sir Jeffery Mallory charters a ship for a top secret expedition
to Antarctica. What starts out as a search and capture mission soon turns into a
terrifying fight for survival as the crew come face to face with the fiercest ocean
predator to have ever existed- Carcharodon Megalodon. Alone and with no hope
of rescue the crew will need all their resources if they are to survive not only a 60
foot shark but also the harsh Antarctic conditions. Megalodon: Apex Predator is a
deep-sea adventure filled with action, twists and savage prehistoric sharks.
Realistic illustrations of 8 scary marine predators: Great White (2 versions),
Thresher, Coral Reef, Nurse, 3 others. Easy to apply and remove.
It was the apex predator of all time, the most fearsome creature that ever lived -a 70-foot, 70,000 pound Great White shark. Hundreds of 7-inch serrated teeth
filled jaws that could swallow an elephant whole. It could sense its prey miles
away, inhaling its scent as it registered the beat of its fluttering heart, and if you
ever came close enough to see the monster...it was already too late. Eighteen
years have passed since Jonas Taylor last crossed paths with carcharodon
Megalodon. Now a middle-aged father of two, he is overwhelmed by mountains
of bills and the daily strife of raising a family. But life is about to change. A
Hollywood television producer wants Jonas to join his new survival series:
Daredevils. For the next six weeks, two teams of crazy daredevils on a South
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Pacific Ocean voyage will try to outperform one another in front of the cameras.
Jonas needs the money, and the job of doing the color commentary seems easy
enough. But behind the scenes, someone else is pulling the strings. And before
it's over, Jonas will again come face to face with the most dangerous creatures
ever to stalk the Earth.
Una fatal sorpresa nos aguarda en las profundidades del mar. Si Michael
Crichton y Clive Cussler combinaran su talento para crear la novela de suspenso
submarino más impactante de todos los tiempos, Meg sería el resultado: una
historia despiadada y aterradora que te hará devorar sus páginas; una aventura
acuática sin paradas, salvaje y estremecedora. El megalodón dominó los
océanos durante setenta millones de años. Era como un gran tiburón blanco de
veinte metros y veinte toneladas, y estaba dotado de células sensoriales
capaces de detectar el leve campo eléctrico del movimiento de los músculos de
su presa a cientos de kilómetros de distancia. No cabe duda de que era el
cazador supremo del planeta -era capaz de devorar un Tyrannosaurus rex en
escasos segundos- y, aunque se sabe que sobrevivió a los cataclismos que
provocaron la extinción de los dinosaurios, se supone que no ha llegado a
nuestros días. Se supone...
Jonas Taylor returns in the latest entry in the bestselling MEG series. Having
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managed to contain the liopleurodon and captured the megalodon in the Arabian
Sea, Jonas soon discovers that there are even more creatures lurking in the
deep waters of the world.
Four years after the incident at the Mariana Trench that unleashed a pregnant
Megaladon, Jonas Taylor now houses her one surviving offspring at the Tanaka
Institute. Deep in debt, Taylor has turned to an eccentric billionaire to help keep
the institute afloat, but it doesn't come without a price. Drawn into a web of deceit
and lies, plagued by nightmares of his own death, Taylor must once again face
frightening monsters of unimaginable power. Only this time, it's not just the
sharks he has to watch out for.
Master of suspense Steve Alten always takes readers to the edge with his nonstop, adrenaline-charged novels. Now, in The Trench, Alten shows just how deep
fear can run when you don’t know what lurks beneath the surface... Its appetite
is ravenous. Its teeth, scalpel-sharp. For the first time, the captive twenty-ton
Megalodon shark has tasted human blood, and it wants more... On the other side
of the world, in the silent depths of the ocean, lies the Marianas Trench, where
the Megalodon has spawned since the dawn of time. Paleobiologist Jonas Taylor
once dared to enter this perilous cavern. He alone faced a Megalodon shark and
cut its heart out. Now, as the body count rises and the horror of a monster’s
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attack grips the California coast, Jonas must begin the hunt again, and return to
the waking nightmare of... THE TRENCH “A fast-paced thriller with many plot
twists.” —Booklist “A nail-biting summer read.” —Kirkus Reviews
James King is back, in this sequel that pits man against beast-again. Flashback: the year is
1973 and the W.A.R facility has deposited highly toxic and radioactive waste on a secret base
in central Florida. From the 1960's thru the 1980's, another top secret genetic research facility
near Welaka releases hundreds of test subjects into the wild near the toxic dumping ground.
Since 1973, strange wildlife attacks upon humans have taken place; but suddenly stopped in
the year 1992 when the first live Mosasaur appeared through a large sink hole and after seven
grueling days of death, that first Mosasaur was exterminated but not before leaving something
behind-a brood of seven vicious hungry pups! Eight years have passed and no more attacks
upon humans have taken place since that horrible week in 1992, and now only three of the
Mosasaur brood remains as they forage for food. The food that they've consumed during the
past eight years has been contaminated with toxic and radioactive residues, accelerating their
growth rate. Then the attacks begin, first with two fishermen, then a party boat full of people
and next three escaped prisoners; the number of dead continue to increase as Putnam County
is once again locked down with the US Army, National Guard and countless Law Enforcement
officers in a desperate search and destroy mission. John Jason Robards, the eccentric
millionaire and fossil collector is back with a vengeance as he maneuvers his childhood friend
the Governor into a plot to capture the killer Mosasaur, for Robards has secretly built a
massive habitat to hold the vicious predator. Mr. Robards entices Dr. King into running the
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facility and thus giving Dr. King full access to the Mosasaur, but only if they can catch it in time
before it's too late.
When a sudden burst of radiation is detected beneath the desert in Iran, the world’s spy
agencies are immediately on alert. Alex Hunter, code name Arcadian, and his elite incursion
team are dropped into the ruins of Persepolis. There they find an underground facility but
nothing else – no weapons, no scientists – nothing to explain the gamma spike. It is as if a
black hole has swept everything away . . . Meanwhile, Israel is threatening nuclear war, and
the details of America’s Arcadian program have been stolen. And someone – or something –
is draining the fluids from the bodies of Iranian soldiers in the desert. If a black hole had taken
everything, could something possibly have come back? When another radiation ‘event’
occurs in Iran, it is clear that something extraordinary is happening. Something that has been
warned of in ancient prophecies. Alex must follow the traces of radiation to the ancient caves
of Arak. In these tunnels, he will come face to face with his darkest nightmares. The clock is
ticking down to what is told to be the end of the world and the ultimate judgement of
humankind . . .
Commander Jonas Taylor is tasked with piloting the US Navy's most advanced submersible,
the DSV Sea Cliff, to the bottom of Challenger Deep 36,000 feet below the surface into what is
very much an undiscovered country. What he finds there a remnant population of luminous,
prehistoric Megalodons will change the course of the rest of his life. In this prequel to his New
York Times Bestseller, Meg: A Novel of Deep Terror, Alten sets the stage for the popular
suspense series to follow. Fans of Meg will find it a must for offering insight into key characters'
backstories, but the novella-length work also stands alone as a bite-sized tale of deep-sea
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suspense.
MEG: A Novel of Deep Terror is the book that launched New York Times bestselling author
Steve Alten's franchise and inspired an international blockbuster starring Jason Statham.
Seven years ago and seven miles below the surface of the Pacific Ocean, Dr. Jonas Taylor
encountered something that changed the course of his life. Once a Navy deep-sea
submersible pilot, now a marine paleontologist, Taylor is convinced that a remnant population
of Carcharodon megalodon—prehistoric sharks growing up to 70 feet long, that subsisted on
whales—lurks at the bottom of the Mariana Trench. Offered the opportunity to return to those
crushing depths in search of the Megs, Taylor leaps at the chance...but his quest for scientific
knowledge (and personal vindication) becomes a desperate fight for survival, when the most
vicious predator the earth has ever known is freed to once again hunt the surface. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Fossils are discussed in the context of Creationism.
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